
TNEW v7 Templates

We are Substrakt. For over a decade we have been making beautiful, effective 
digital products for organisations in the cultural, heritage and creative sectors.

We have been working closely with the Tessitura Web Products team and are 

excited to have been chosen as a partner to deliver customisable TNEW v7 

templates for licensees in the Tessitura community so that you can take advantage 

of all the new v7 features as soon as possible after v7's general release.

Over the page we've outlined the out-of-the-box customisations you will be able 

to make to our templates when TNEW v7 is released later this year.
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Our templates:

- have been built and fully-tested on an actual 
instance of TNEW v7 so you can be sure they 
will work from the moment you switch them on

- are fully responsive

- adopt a clean, modern approach to design 
and layout

- are easy to customise with your branding

All of our template also include:

- a range of hosting options for your template assets

- dedicated setup support

- self-service configuration options that enable you 
to make style changes to your template after the 
initial go-live

- free Google Tag Manager set up and deployment

- free Google Analytics healthcheck



The following elements in our templates can be customised.

Further customisations can be made if required but will accrue an additional cost.

Page: background colour

Header bar: background colour, logo, navigation content (optional)

Footer: background colour, navigation content 

Fonts

Content area: background colour

Buttons: style and colour



Want to find out more about Substrakt's TNEW v7 templates?
Contact Substrakt's Strategic Director, Ash on ash@substrakt.com

We make websites and applications for organisations in the arts, cultural, heritage 

and creative sectors in Europe and North America.

We specialise in ambitious, beautiful and successful projects.

We work on ticketing projects with varying levels of complexity; from styling hosted 

systems such as TNEW, through to integrations with content management systems 

and the Tessitura API.

We are substrakt.

Website design & build 
(WordPress+Tessitura API 
integration), TNEW styling

We have worked with Tessitura licensees including:

Website design & build 
(WordPress+Tessitura API 
integration), TNEW styling

TNEW v7 styling and 
user-specified 
bi-lingual functionality
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Website design & build 
(WordPress+Tessitura API 
integration), TNEW styling

Website migration and 
ongoing support

Website migration and 
ongoing support

Codebase and website 
performance review 

Web application
design & build
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